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The main goal is to let the city grow over the years. You need to manage the population, production, storage, consumption and money. You can even have a double-income-structure by running a plant and a shop. As a mayor the tasks are not only managing the city, but also to gain as much technologies as You can. Starting with the basics like Food, Goods and
Money, the game will get more difficult step by step as You level up. You can choose between: 2 Difficulty Levels (Tiny or Medium) 4 Game-Layers (Resources, Production, Consumption, Money) 25 Population Levels And also 4 different Game-Sides (Winning, Lose, Trading, Research) Lots of different Buildings and Generators Posted by kai So I finished this game.
Only a few hours in but all I can say about it so far is its absolutely beautiful, and it has a really nice pace. I'm still in the early parts of the game, and everything so far is working like expected, so I'll be heading to the theater in a bit to try building a larger city and bring in new citizens, just to see what happens. And I'd really appreciate it if some of you could give
the game a try, I'm really curious to see what everyone's thoughts are. Posted by LittleHelen So it's been a few months now and I'm finally taking the time to review this game. So far I've definitely made the right choice in purchasing it; I absolutely love this little game. Now in terms of gameplay and mechanics, this game is definitely a classic economic simulator.
You are given a simple economy to manage - resources for example which will have to be extracted from the ground, and you have a limited budget to build more production capacity in order to improve the economy of your city. You also have to manage your population which you gain over time as the resource deposits grow more. The most basic and focused
task though are the resource production and consumptions, and fortunately the game does a good job of making these both very simple to understand and satisfying to look at, though if you manage to unlock advanced plots and buildings this can get more complex. But really for me, what makes this game stand out is its atmosphere and design, which is on par

with the best little european games out there. The whole aesthetic is just so very beautiful - Everything is

Features Key:
Two adorable young heroes, Jet and Clap, need to get home before their cheesy BFFs kill each other. Use fun levels and cute characters to save them!

Super brief, cute, animated action adventure game - the perfect thing to play while waiting for dinner!
20 challenging levels for great replay fun; a peasy Anime style 2D platform game

BFFs are adorable and funny, and they love to play! Imagine their screams of excitement when you save them.
Challenge your kids, siblings, friends, and adults; let's see who will survive all those eggs, bombs, balloons, and potions!

Winner of the BAFTA kids' games award for 2014!

BFF or Die is a very easy to play easy to learn game, and as such there are many causes for excitement, and a simple tutorial to get you off to a flying start!

BFF Or Die by Spacetime Studios is a cute storybook adventure game for kids.

BFF Or Die Game Screenshots 
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